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Ravelympics Fever

Ok, this Ravelympics thing has gotten way, way out of control. Over 4300 knitters signed up,
over 11,000 projects and not everyone has signed up yet. That's a lot of butts sitting in front of
TVs over the next couple of weeks. Well, sitting somewhere.
You see, one curious non-rule is that you don't have to be paying attention to the Olympics, I
mean, the TV doesn't even have to BE ON, and you don't get fined, or anything. You could go to
Antartica and ignore the whole thing, and the knitters would be fine as long as you turn in your
FO on the right thread of Ravelry. So, while it claims to be a part of the Olympics fever, I am not
convinced. I think it is a subversive way for knitters to take over the world. The knitting is what
matters.
Me, I ended up as a serf (team captain) for Team Afghans for Afghans. This means that I spend
a lot of time in the Captains' Lounge thread trying to figure out what I'm supposed to be doing
(there's no job description -- this is VERY Beta), and trying not to fight with a former therapist
who kept harping on people who mostly had managed to miss-tag their projects as FOs. She's
now left because we weren't playing her game, and I'm hopeful that peace is breaking out in the
Spirit of the Ravelympics.
But back to being Captain. This mostly consists of me trying to track down people who have mistagged their projects in a bunch of different ways that will keep them out of of the fun unless
they change them before August 6th. Sometimes they post to the right thread that they are
there -- these are the easy ones. Others I have to use more sophisticated searches, then send
them polite messages that they need to get their acts together.
On top of this, two slavedrivers named Kay and Ann have this little blog called Mason-Dixon
Knitting, and they posted about our team there, increasing my work by three-fold. You know,
now that they've published their second book, and have this fancy-schmancy column in the new
Twist Collective, they think that they can simply get people to knit for incredibly good causes
and there be NO CONSEQUENCES AT ALL. As if the world is needing their assistance to
provide warm sweaters to children in Afghanistan...sheesh. I mean, ok, there will be at least 60+
sweaters or afghans knit because of them. But, overlooking that little thing called being a
generous knitter, they really have stepped over the line...
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